gctf.py: error: no such option: --refine_tilt

It appears to be related to the code added for Issue#4138. --refine-tilt is still an invalid option for gctf.py

Either remove from myamiweb output or add the option to gctf.py

Associated revisions

Revision 5b2b063a - 02/02/2018 09:14 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5397 hide gui for now

Revision 9925b03e - 02/02/2018 09:22 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5397 more to remove

History

#1 - 02/02/2018 09:25 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Description updated
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

Hide the option until it is added.

#2 - 02/02/2018 09:26 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Related to Feature #4138: Make Gctf work on tilted images added